Non-residents, AIRE citizens and diplomats.

Useful information on anti-COVID19 vaccination campaign.

Everyone having a domicile on the Parma territory under the competence of Parma AUSL (Regional Health Agency) and work purposes, family assistance or any other justified and proven reason that requires an extended and continuous permanence may access the anti-COVID19 vaccination, as stated by regional decree n. 3/2021 issued by the Struttura Commissariale nazionale. Everyone wishing to receive vaccination must enter https://salute.regione.emilia-romagna.it/candidature-vaccinazione and provide the requested information to submit the application. The Health Agency is responsible for inform about the vaccination date and time at one of the vaccination centres of the selected Health Agency.

As the site is in Italian language, please find a step-by-step guide here below:

Please enter: https://candidaturacovid.lepida.it/#/candidatura/1

- If you have a SPID (Italian Digital Identity) address, you may enter through the blue button “Accedi con SPID”
- If you do not have a SPID identity, please click “Accedi inserendo i tuoi dati” (enter by providing your personal data)
- Tipo Codice (Code type): in this field, you are required to type the Italian Codice Fiscale (Tax Identification Number). You may choose among various code options (STP code, PSU code, Temporary Tax Identification Number, Tax Identification Number – default choice, ENI code). Please select as appropriate.
- Cognome: family name
- Nome: first name
- Data di nascita: date of birth
- Cellulare: mobile phone number. Following to the insertion of your mobile phone number, by clicking on the “Genera” button, you will receive a numeric code via SMS to be inserted on the right field
- E-mail: valid e-mail address. Following to the insertion of your e-mail address, by clicking on the “Genera” button, you will receive a numeric code via e-mail to be inserted on the right field
- Categoria di appartenenza: category. In this section, please select “Soggetti aventi diritto....”
- Please flag the “ho letto e accettato l’informativa sulla privacy della Regione Emilia Romagna”
- Click on the “Avanti” button
Preferenze (preferences)

- If the citizen is already registered in the Health System, the system will propose the domicile-competent Health Agency as in charge for vaccination. In this case, please click “conferma” (confirm) to further your application.
- If the citizen is not registered in the Health System, the portal requires to select the competent Health Agency (AUSL). Please select “AUSL Parma” and specify the reason of your preference.

Please verify if the provided information is correct and then click the “Conferma” button.

Following to the confirmation of the application, the system sends an e-mail with the following reference: “Codice Richiesta Vaccinazione COVID-19”.

The system allows only one application per user. In the case of mistakes, it is possible to request for the cancellation of the application by sending an e-mail to cancellazionecandidatura@lepida.it from the e-mail address declared in the application and quoting the Tax Identification Number (Codice Fiscale) in the reference field (Oggetto). Once the cancellation will be completed, it will be possible to proceed with a new application.